BOOKLET TO ACCOMPANY
PROGRAM ENTITLED:
MONSTERS, MYTHS, AND LEGENDS
Can you find the 11 words hidden in the witch's cape? Be careful, the words can go up and down, backwards, or even diagonally. The first word is done.

1. HORROR
2. GHOST
3. DRACULA
4. MUMMY
5. SCARY
6. SPOOK
7. MONSTER
8. BAT
9. MYTH
10. WITCH
11. VAMPIRE

1 Answers on page 13
Since 1811, people in the Himalaya mountains have spotted a hairy ape-like creature who stands over 8 feet tall and has footprints 15 inches long.

Bigfoot has also been called Windigo, Sasquatch, Mahoni, The Abominable Snowman, and Yeti.

Nobody knows if he really exists or whether there is a family of these mysterious creatures.
SCRAMBLED PRODIGY

The words below are scrambled. You must un-scramble the words to find a word you know. Since these are difficult, each one has a hint that you may look at on page 5 (if you need it). The first one is done for you.

Un-scrambled Answers

✓ 1. FOWL
   2. TABAMN
   3. BOGIFTO
   4. ALARDUC
   5. ORMNOB
   6. STROMEN
   7. FINCOF
   8. EPAC
   9. LEKENOTS
  10. DRAMBEU

1. ______________ WOLF ______________
2. __________________________
3. __________________________
4. __________________________
5. __________________________
6. __________________________
7. __________________________
8. __________________________
9. __________________________
10. __________________________
The real Dracula was born in 1431 in Transylvania, a province of Hungary (although now a part of Romania). He was a mean, cruel, and demented Prince of an area called Wallachia.

Dracula means Son of the Devil or Son of the Dragon. In some languages the words devil and vampire are the same and this is why the association between Dracula and vampirism was made.
HINTS for SCRAMBLED PRODIGY from page 3.

2. Hint for word 2:
   His partner is Robin.
3. Hint for word 3:
   Must take a size 48 shoe.
4. Hint for word 4:
   He saves in a blood bank.
5. Hint for word 5:
   Witches must have clean houses.
6. Hint for word 6:
   Godzilla was one.
7. Hint for word 7:
   Once you go to sleep in this, you never wake-up.
8. Hint for word 8:
   Dracula and Superman both have one.
9. Hint for word 9:
   It is bad to have one of these in your closet, unless you are a doctor.
10. Hint for word 10:
    The name of a famous triangle and onion.
This dinosaur is called Brontosaurus which means "thunder lizard". It was one of the largest dinosaurs weighing about 40 tons and was about 70 feet long.

Brontosaurus used to eat only plants, used its giant tail for protection and some think lived to 1000 years old. His brain was tiny so he was quite dumb.

All dinosaurs were not big, however. A dinosaur called Compsognathus was the size of a pigeon, yet he couldn't even fly.
First work out the shortest path through the maze. Then go through this path again and properly add, subtract, or multiply the numbers on the path and see if you can get the right answer. There is work space on pg 14.
This incredible monster is the real Vampire Bat. This creature lives on the blood of animals by scraping their skin and sucking up the blood.

Not all monsters appear as they are. We fooled you with this picture. The Vampire Bat is only as big as a small Sparrow, weighs less than an apple, and rarely hurts anything. As a matter of fact it usually draws a few drops of blood from sleeping cows who do not even wake-up to know what has happened!
ARRIVING ON THE SCENES

1. Dracula began when a man named Bram Stoker wrote a book in 1897 about a Count (named Dracula) who could turn into a bat. The book was based in name on a cruel ruler who lived in the 1400s. (see page 4)

2. Dinosaurs began when various creatures (who lived in the oceans) began to survive on land. As they moved to land, their legs became stronger and they began to eat the plants that grew on the Earth. All life on Earth began in the sea.

3. Frankenstein was not a monster at all but the name of the scientist that built a monster by collecting human body parts from graves. The monster had no name and Frankenstein's first name was Victor. Frankenstein began as a book by Mary Shelley, written in 1818.

4. UFOs or Unidentified Flying Objects began many years ago when people saw things in the sky that looked like space ships. Although there are millions of planets in space (some similar to Earth), nobody has yet proven that UFOs come from other planets. An American astronaut, a U.S. President, and over 10 million people have said they have seen UFOs!

5. The Loch Ness Monster lives in Scotland and has been sighted for over 1400 years! No one has gotten a good look at this so called monster, it has never hurt anybody, and it could turn out to be many generations of whales.
KNOW-YOUR-MONSTER

It is usually a good idea to get to know the traits, looks, and particular habits of monsters. This way, if they ever drop in on you, you will have something to talk about.

Test your monster knowledge by matching the answers at the bottom with the descriptions at the top, and put the letter of the answer in the space at the left.

1. ____ A dead body that leaves its grave to drink human blood.
2. ____ A person who can change into a wolf-like beast.
3. ____ Doctor Jekyll is never far from the person he turns into.
4. ____ A lifeless body wrapped in cloth that does not decay and may contain a curse.
5. ____ A form of magic that came from an African religion where a person can put a curse on another person.
6. ____ Another name for the 8 foot manlike monster called “Bigfoot”.
7. ____ The name of the man who built a monster from the parts of other people that was given life by a storm.

ANSWERS
A. SASQUATCH
B. MUMMY
C. VOODOO
D. VAMPIRE
E. FRANKENSTEIN
F. MR. HYDE
G. WEREWOLF

Correct answers on page 11
Answers to SCRAMBLED PRODIGY from page 3.

2. BATMAN  
3. BIGFOOT  
4. DRACULA  
5. BROOM  
6. MONSTER  
7. COFFIN  
8. CAPE  
9. SKELETON  
10. BERMUDA

Answers to KNOW-YOUR-MONSTERS from page 10.

1. D  
2. G  
3. F  
4. B  
5. C  
6. A  
7. E
Answer to A-MAZE-A-MONSTER from page 7.

Proper path as shown above will come out to 149.

\[(11 - 5 \times 3 - 8 + 15 \times 5 + 19 - 4 + 9 = 149)\].
Answers to Find-A-Word from page 1.

AGHOST IN
SPOOK HCT IW
T DRACULATA
VAYRAC SUEBE
RETSNOMYTH
WINRR YMT
TUJENOM
ERIPMA VU
RTWINKAM
OTHER PROGRAMS AVAILABLE FOR 2-XL
SCIENCE FICTION
SPORTS
GUINNESS BOOK OF WORLD RECORDS
EDUCATIONAL/METRIC
NURSERY RHYMES AND FAIRY TALES
GAMES AND PUZZLES II (ADULTS)
SPORTS II
GENERAL INFORMATION II
AMERICAN HISTORY
U.S. PRESIDENTS
BELIEVE THIS OR NOT
ASTRONOMY—2-XL IN SPACE
INTERVIEWS WITH GREAT PEOPLE FROM HISTORY
GENERAL INFORMATION III
GAMES AND PUZZLES (FOR CHILDREN)
MONSTERS, MYTHS, LEGENDS
STORYLAND 2-XL AND THE TIME MACHINE
U.S. PRESIDENTS AND AMERICAN HISTORY
ANIMAL WORLD
50's AND 60's NOSTALGIA
THE BASICS OF ABC's